Are you joining us at the Open
Source, Open Society conference?
Learn how technology and open ways of working can transform your
work, your organisation and our society.

Two huge days of inspiration, professional
development and connecting
Open your thinking

Connect and create

Level up your skills

Be inspired by global
champions who are
pioneering a more open
world. Learn from the
people ripping the lid
off huge questions and
leading NZ forward.

Join over 400
practitioners and
innovators in facilitated
collaborative sessions.
Expect to contribute and
connect with others.

Change the landscape
of your work, your team,
your organisation,
our society with three
streams of professional
development workshops.

An open world is more transparent, participatory and collaborative. Being open means we
all have more freedom to innovate and improve our society. Learn from leaders in this work
at OS//OS.

Put the power of participation and collaboration into action.
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Tickets are
strictly limited.
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Don’t miss out!
See the full details
at: osos.nz.

LEARN BY DOING IN THREE STREAMS OF
WORKSHOPS.

Open tech toolbelt

Collaboration &
team work

Innovation & open
thinking

Learn new practical
skills, tech tools and
processes.

Explore strategies and
methods for building
great teams and
organisations.

Discover the latest
success stories of open
principles in action.

Connect with people from across sectors and extend your
skills in...
Collaborative governance and management
Applying the principles of open source technology to any
organisation
Tools and methods for deeper civic engagement
Open licensing and trademarks
Building and managing great teams
Business models for open source technology
Open by default business practices
Best practice transparency processes
Privacy and cultural issues in open data
Crowdfunding and P2P lending
Building, engaging and managing communities
Co-design with stakeholders
Language, principles and basics of tech
Best practice with open data for research and policy
development
Applying open government processes in policy
development
Building democratic culture in the workplace

Tickets are strictly limited.
Don’t miss out.
See the full details at: osos.nz

